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IsIoNArIes oF AN INdepeNd-

eNT INdIA had recognised the

importance of maritime power

since the very beginning. This

recognition became the corner-

stone for the pioneering naval planners to

formulate and project a force level of 136

ships and submarines, with two aircraft car-

riers forming integral part of the strategic

maritime power of the nation. But even

after 60 years of re-christening of the Indian

Navy, the first Naval plan paper has

remained a pipe dream. Go-stop-go kind of

knee-jerk approach has attributed to envi-

sioned maritime capability not being

realised even through 11 Five Year plans.

However, this millennium has re-empha-

sised increasing importance of maritime

interests to designate it as the Century of

the seas. Thus a political consensus has

emerged over commensurate and critical

capability based augmentation of the Indian

Navy, as enshrined into Indian Maritime

doctrine, in consonance with the national

security imperatives. The first decade of the

millennium has witnessed Indian Navy’s

modernisation plans gaining positive

momentum, deriving optimum benefits

from sturdy economic growth, pragmatic

and liberalised national security policies. 

Induction of INs Vikrant, the former

HMs Hermes during 1960s, heralded a par-

adigm shift in naval warfare by adding a

third dimension to it. since then the Fleet

Air Arm has steadily grown to emerge as a

critical force multiplier for the Indian

Navy. In the entire spectrum of naval war-

fare, viz. surveillance and reconnaissance,

identification or engagement, a potent and

capable naval air arm, significantly

remains a powerful instrument of blue

water capability. over the years, Indian

Navy’s Fleet Air Arm has acquired not just

the airborne assets integral to the fleet, but

shore-based naval aircraft to provide a

comprehensive force multiplier capability. 

After a lapse of nearly two decades of

initial arming and consolidation, which was

also marred with serious laws, the 1980s

came to be known as the golden era of the

Fleet Air Arm with wide ranging acquisition

of aviation assets. The sea Harrier fighter,

reconnaissance and strike (Frs) aircraft was

acquired as replacement for the ageing sea

Hawks, bridging the gap in carrier-borne

fighter and strike capability. Kamov 25 hel-

icopters were inducted along with the

guided-missile destroyer rajput and pro-

vided vital anti-submarine and ship strike

capability to the fleet at sea. While AsW sea

Kings were first inducted in 1970s, the

modern sea King Mk 42B helicopters with

anti-submarine and ship strike capability

were inducted in the late 1980s. The IL 38

Mr and AsW aircraft were acquired from

soviet Union, soon to be followed with TU

142M long-range maritime reconnaissance

(LrMr) aircraft joining the aviation assets in

the late 1980s. dornier 228 maritime patrol

aircraft (MpA) was acquired in the early

1990s, as replacement for French Alizes

AsW aircraft. Islander, Mr aircraft, the

Chetak light utility helicopter (LUH) which

still serves the Navy in sAr and anti-subma-

rine attack roles, the Kiran jet trainer, sea

King Mk 42 C commando carrier helicopter

and the Kamow 25 and Kamov 28 AsW hel-

icopter, were inducted in a phased manner.
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Riding the Waves

the Navy has a requirement for both rotary

wing and fixed wing UAvs. Airborne naval

intelligence surveillance reconnaissance also

has a different environment to operate in.

Lt General (Retd) Naresh Chand
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Force to Reckon With
sea route used by terrorists for 26/11 

Mumbai attack exposed vulnerability of

India’s coastline and the pressing need for a

coordinated approach to maritime security

Inspector General K. Natarajan
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Attaining Revolutionary Capability
to further augment its NcW capabilities, the

Indian Navy is at an advanced stage of

indigenously developing network-centric

operation system at a cost of $1 billion, even-

tually to be networked with the satellite over

the next few years

Rear Admiral (Retd) Sushil Ramsay
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Quest for Safe Coast
the 26/11 attack jolted the Indian security,

exposed the prevailing gaps in the coastal

surveillance apparatus 

Commander Neil Gadihoke
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‘DCNS to strengthen 
operations in Asia-Pacific’
Interview with Managing Director of DcNs

India, Bernard Buisson
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The Third Leg
A nuclear triad is very expensive to acquire and

maintain. only three countries—the Us, russ-

ian Federation and china—have it and now

India is trying to muscle into this exclusive club.

Lt General (Retd) Naresh Chand
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Rejuvenating 

Naval Air Arm

INS ShivalikThe coming decades certainly hold enormous promise for substantial growth and 

empowerment of the Indian Navy’s Fleet Air Arm. With the kind of capabilities on 

the anvil of induction, it would emerge as a credible force to tackle multi-dimensional

challenges of the future.
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The first decade of the 

millennium has witnessed 

Indian Navy’s modernisation

plans gaining positive 

momentum and deriving 

optimum benefits from

sturdy economic growth,

pragmatic and liberalised 

national security policies

Lockheed Martin-Sikorsky’s 
multi-role helicopter MH-60R may 

soon be a part of the Indian Navy’s air fleet



The next decade witnessed a decline in

the desired capability due to ageing air-

frames, obsolescence, and absence of a

viable mid-life upgrade programmes for the

aviation fleet. However, the late/end of

1990s saw credible acquisitions of the

Kamov 31 airborne early warning (AeW) hel-

icopters from russia and UAVs from Israel.

Needless to say, a well balanced and

credible naval air arm has significant role in

building a true blue water capability of any

navy, leave alone the Indian Navy. on this

realisation, Indian Navy’s Maritime doctrine

has rightly emphasised upon comprehen-

sive modernisation plan for its Fleet Air

Arm through a two-pronged approach, viz.

mid-life upgrades and modernisation of

existing aircraft, and through the acquisi-

tion of new aircraft and capabilities. This

strategy has received the approval of the

government and the beginning of 21st cen-

tury augurs well for rejuvenation of Indian

Navy’s Fleet Air Arm.

Former Chief of Naval staff Admiral r.H.

Tahiliani had once opined, “Most maritime

nations in the world entrust all tasks of war-

fare over the oceans, including shore-based

anti-submarine operations, to their navies.

The United Kingdom is one of the few excep-

tions. Coastal command of the rAF does

these tasks. Large maritime nations like

India had to look ahead to the future roles

of its respective services. The Navy felt that

it was imperative that shore based maritime

reconnaissance (Mr) and anti-submarine

warfare (AsW) roles are taken from the

Indian Air Force and assigned to the Indian

Navy.” Considering the vast coastlines of

India and the area of operation assigned to

Indian Navy, maintaining surveillance is and

would continue to be an extremely challeng-

ing task. At present, dornier meets the

short-range surveillance requirements.

Indian Navy has decided to upgrade its exist-

ing medium- and long-range maritime patrol

and reconnaissance capability through

acquisition of state-of-the-art and versatile

top-end technology based aircraft. Critical

staff requirements for the sophisticated

platform include state-of-the-art radar, good

identification capability and an eW suite cov-

ering a wide eM spectrum. The Indian Navy

has stolen a march in this area by contract-

ing a deal for the p8I, long-range maritime

reconnaissance and anti-submarine warfare

(LrMr&AsW) aircraft from Boeing. The most

significant aspect of this deal is that this

highly sophisticated and dynamic aircraft is

slated for simultaneous induction in the Us

Navy and the Indian Navy. Initial contract

was for eight aircraft, however, Indian Navy

has recently exercised the option in the con-

tract by ordering four more p8I, totaling a

significant level of 12.

Currently, a fleet of 10 Islander aircraft

is meeting the needs of medium range mar-

itime reconnaissance (MrMr) for the Indian

Navy. encouraged by the global response in

offering to Indian Navy advanced technology

that is unmatched in Mr aircraft, reach and

capability required to defend vast coastline,

global rFp has been floated for six MrMr

aircraft to replace ageing Islanders. Bids

have been submitted by Boeing, Avions de

Transport regional (ATr), eAds, dassault

and embraer. Going by the success story of

p8I, Boeing’s MrMr variant is likely to

emerge the front-runner, amongst other con-

tenders, viz. ATr’s Turboprop ATr – 72Mp,

eAds – C-295, dassault’s Falcon 900 MpA

and embraer’ p-99A. In addition, Indian

Coast Guard (ICG) too has floated rFp for six

MrMr aircraft but without AeW system.

Likely participants in this rFp would be ATr-

42Mp, eAds’ C-295 or CN-235Mp.

As per available report, combined

requirement of Indian Navy and Indian

Coast Guard for aviation asset would be

close to 200 helicopters over the next

decade. AeW capability is critical for the

Indian Navy to remain intrinsic to its sur-

face and sub-surface fleet to undertake

assigned mission and tasks at sea. While

this critical capability provides Indian Navy

vital freedom of action, it substantially min-

imises the rate of attrition at sea. In recent

times, the acquisition of Kamov 31 AeW

helicopter from russia has proved a power-

ful platform in this segment of airborne

operations at sea. encouraged by its estab-

lished capability and performance at sea,

Indian Navy has rightly chosen to order

additional units of Kamov 31 helicopters.

However, the rotary wing based capabil-

ity is restricted by limited endurance of the

platform at sea. What Indian Navy really

requires is the intrinsic AeW capability

through fixed wing aircraft to meet the

long-term requirements of power projec-

tion, dominating the littoral if and when

required, and to influence the land battle.

Considering the approved roadmap for air-

craft carrier development in the country,

Indian Navy does not seem to have a choice

for a fixed wing AeW aircraft for carrier-

borne operations. However, a shore based

fixed-wing AeW capability makes a strong

case. It is learnt that acquisition of three

AeW aircraft from global vendors is under

active consideration of the government.

The scheme approved by the Govern-

ment of India for the indigenous aircraft

carrier (IAC) determined short-take-off -but-

arrested-recovery (sToBAr) as the configu-

ration both for the aircraft and ship. This

consideration coupled with modernisation

of Vikramaditya (ex Admiral Gorshkov) nar-

rowed down to the selection of MiG-29K for

the two types of carriers. The induction of

MiG-29K multi-role fighter aircraft with air

combat, ground attack and maritime strike

capabilities would prove a potent combat-

ant for the Carrier Task Force (CTF). The air-

craft with its air-to-air infra-red and beyond

visual range missiles, guided and unguided

bombs, anti-ship missiles, data-link capabil-

ity, a credible eW suite and buddy tanking,

makes it a versatile and potent fighter air-

craft. In addition, LCA (Navy) is expected to

augment the MiG-29K fleet.

According to Admiral Arun prakash, for-

mer CNs, “NHQ is probably in the process of

drawing up the staff qualitative require-

ments for IAC-2, and the aircraft that should

equip it. one can assume that this repre-

sents a tricky chicken-and-egg dilemma for

the naval staff. The easiest option would be

to make IAC-2, a replica of IAC-1. This would

imply that the second carrier’s air group

would consist of the MiG-29K and perhaps

LCA (Navy), with an option to operate the F-

35(B) Lightning II, at a later date, if it is avail-

able. However, it is a different matter that at

a price tag of ̀ 450 crore a piece, we may not

be able to afford this aircraft. Interestingly,

the ongoing competition for selection of the

IAF multi-role combat aircraft appears to

have thrown up four potential candidates

for the Indian Navy too. of these, the Boeing

F/A-18 super Hornet and the dassault rafale

both have naval versions that operate in the

catapult assisted take-off but arrested land-

ing (CAToBAr) mode. If the IAF does select

one of these candidates there might be some

pressure for the Indian Navy to consider the

same aircraft for IAC-2. This would mean

that the ship has to be configured as a

CAToBAr carrier.”

The sea King and Kamov 28 helicopters,

in AsW and anti-ship strike roles and inte-

gral to ships have also aged and need to be

replaced with multi-role helicopters. The

procurement of adequate number of multi-

role helicopters in the future is essential for

the growth of rotary Wing of the Fleet Air

Arm. The helicopter would need to be versa-

tile, equipped with anti-ship as well as anti-

submarine warfare equipment, including

cruise missiles and torpedoes. reportedly,

the Us helicopter manufacturer sikorsky is

actively pursuing rFp for 16 multi-role heli-

copters to replace the ageing sea King heli-

copters of Indian Navy. It is learnt that

sikorsky has offered s-70B seahawk through

the direct commercial sale (dCs) route and

the MH-60r as foreign military sales (FMs)

under the Us defense security Cooperation

Agency (dsCA). simultaneously, the Us Air

Force has responded to the Indian Navy’s

rFp for a $1 billion (`4,500 crore) multi-role

helicopter with the Lockheed Martin-siko-

rsky MH-60r. In addition, sikorsky is also in

contention for the rFI issued for the ICG. It

is learnt that the Coast Guard is considering

leasing of 10 helicopters.

The coming decades certainly hold

enormous promise for substantial growth

and empowerment of the Indian Navy’s

Fleet Air Arm. With the kind of capabilities

on the anvil of induction, it would emerge

as a credible force to tackle multi-dimen-

sional challenges of the future and play its

part in making Indian Navy, a truly blue

water navy with extended reach and capa-

bility to meet strategic tasks in consonance

with national security policies.  
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The first issue of SP’s Naval Forces 2011 coin-

cides with Aero India 2011 and thus has a focus

on naval aviation. Induction of INS Vikrant in the

1960s completed the three-dimensional profile of

the Indian Navy. Since then, the fleet air arm has

steadily grown to emerge as a critical force mul-

tiplier for the Navy, providing it a strategic and

blue water capability. Thus the lead article traces

the growth curve of the naval aviation, starting

from the 1960s to the present force level of about

200 aircraft including rotary and fixed wing in its

fleet. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are

increasingly being deployed in support role at

sea, but its operations aboard a ship has prob-

lems, thus rotary wing UAVs are emerging as

most suitable platform in this role. Larger fixed

wing UAVs can operate from ashore due to its

longer reach, but the smaller ones operating from

board ships require a booster to launch and

arrester arrangements for recovery. The article

on UAVs covers all facets of their utility for naval

operations. Intelligence, surveillance and recon-

naissance (ISR) is an integral aspect of success-

ful naval operations. Developments in airborne

radars in the late 1950s led to the introduction of

airborne early warning platforms, and later, devel-

opment of special cameras and night vision

devices led to complete systems based on air-

borne platforms. The article on the subject gives

an overview of airborne ISR of the Navy. 

February1 is the Indian Coast Guard Day.

Accordingly, an update on its growth and mod-

ernisation features in this edition. Then there is

the usual interview and news digest. Enjoy read-

ing this issue, and if you are at Aero India 2011,

do meet us at Hall E, Booth 22 in Bengaluru. 

Jayant BaranwaL

Publisher & Editor-in-ChiefE
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A Sea Harrier takes off from
the flight deck of Indian Navy

aircraft carrier INS Viraat 

Embraer’s P-99A

PhotograPhs: Us Navy, Embraer

What Indian Navy really 

requires is the intrinsic AEW

capability through fixed wing

aircraft to meet the long-term

requirements of power 

projection
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U
NMANNed AerIAL VeHICLes

(UAVs) can be employed and

deployed in multiple roles and

situations. They are thus

increasingly being employed in

support of army, air force, navy, marines,

homeland security and civilian uses. The

Navy has a requirement for both rotary

wing and fixed wing UAVs. Airborne naval

intelligence surveillance reconnaissance

(Isr) also has a different environment to

operate in.

Rotary Wing UAV
The Navy has a different requirement when

employed on board ships as fixed wing

UAVs will require special arrangements for

takeoff and landing, but a vertical takeoff

and landing (VToL) version would be most

suitable. The Us as usual is the forerunner

in this field with the Us Navy’s first opera-

tional VToL UAV system was the drone

anti-submarine helicopter (dAsH) QH-50,

introduced way back in January 1963

which also gave the ships AsW torpedo

attack capability. From 1970s onwards,

many VToL UAV proposals such as the

Bombardier (Canadair) CL-227 sentinel,

maritime VToL UAV system (MAVUs), tilt-

rotor UAV system (TrUs) eagle eye of Bell

Helicopter Textron, Boeing’s Heliwing were

tried out. However, during February 2000,

the Us Navy chose Northrop Grumman-

ryan Aeronautical’s rQ-8A fire scout as its

vertical take-off and landing tactical

unmanned air vehicle (VTUAV), and

accordingly they were given the engineer-

ing and manufacturing development con-

tract. The role of fire scout envisaged was

to provide situational awareness and pre-

cision targeting support to the Us Navy

and Marine Corps. during 2005, Fire scout

was re-designated to MQ-8 to indicate its

multiple role capability, including the abil-

ity to deploy weapons. Incidentally, the Us

Navy had acquired AAI Corporation/Israel

Aircraft (now Aerospace) Industries’ pio-

neer UAV during 1986, to operate from its

Iowa class battleships. It has logged more

than 20,000 flight hours since its induction

and was very successful during operation

desert storm/shield, where it was used for

naval gunfire support and battle damage

assessment (BdA). It is still in service with

the Us Navy.

Fire Scout 
Fire scout has been designed to operate

from any aviation-capable warship and also

from unprepared landing zones. It can

carry out reconnaissance, surveillance, and

target acquisition (rsTA) and BdA. In sep-

tember 2003, an improved version was

selected by the Us Army for a brigade level

variant to make its maiden flight in 2011. 

In March 2004, the Us Navy placed a

contract with Northrop Grumman for the

development of the MQ-8B Fire scout for

deployment on the new littoral combat

ships (LCs). Nine air vehicles were to be pro-

duced under the system development and

demonstration contract, which was to be

completed in 2009.

MQ-8B platform for the Army is the

same for the Navy but has different payload,

tailor made for its role. Northrop Grumman

has also carried out development of the

weaponised version with 2.75-inch rocket

launchers and has successfully fired the

rockets. It has also successfully demon-

strated beyond the line of sight communica-

tions relay so that seamless communications

can be carried out between the commanders

and troops on the move.  

Air Vehicle: Fire scout’s air vehicle is a

schweitzer 333 helicopter based on the

proven design of the schweitzer 330 com-

mercial lightweight manned helicopter.

This commonality of design has an advan-

tage as spares and support structure is

readily available. Fire scout has a folded

length of about 23 ft, three-bladed rotor,

has a diameter of 27 ft 6 inch, height of 9 ft

5 inch and gross weight of 2,550 lbs. It has

an endurance of about six hours, providing

The Navy has a requirement for both rotary wing and fixed wing UAVs. Airborne naval intelligence surveillance 

reconnaissance (Isr) also has a different environment to operate in.

Riding the Waves

PhotograPhs: www.af.mil, abhishek / sP guide Pubns 

RQ-4 Global Hawk

MQ-8B Fire Scout
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loiter time of more than four hours at a

combat radius of 110 nm. It uses a rolls-

royce Allison C250 engine generating 480

shaft horsepower (shp). A four-bladed has

been developed that increases its range,

payload and endurance.

Ground control: The system has

advanced ground control facilities includ-

ing the Us Navy’s tactical control station

(TCs) developed by raytheon for installa-

tion on Navy ships, and the forward

deployed Marine Corps’ portable ground

station, tactical data links and communica-

tions networks. It carries a L-3 Communi-

cations tactical common data link (TCdL)

terminal. The Ku-band data link has a nar-

row band uplink for vehicle and payload

control and a wide band downlink for 

digital streaming video and data from 

the payload. other ground control ele-

ments include four rockwell Collins

AN/ArC-210 radio systems and sierra

Nevada Corporations UAV common auto-

matic recovery system.

Payload: MQ-8A is designed to carry

modular payloads to suit multiple roles. Its

primary role being rsTA and intelligence

gathering, it uses a combination of

infrared/optical sensor and a laser target

designator. It is also planned to have a

search and rescue mission where the UAV

would home in on an emergency beacon and

drop a line when overhead. Another version

could be to carry a common data link and

serve as a radio/data relay platform. The

payloads would also be able to provide naval

surface fire, acting as a force multiplier for

ships equipped with extended range guided

munitions, the advanced gun system of the

dd-21 land attack destroyer, and land attack

missiles. It can also provide BdA. some of

the systems which have been tested are

multi-mission optronic stabilised payload

developed by Israel Aircraft Industries’

Tamam division with electro-optical sensors

including infrared imager and a laser

rangefinder/designator, General Atomics

Lynx sAr/MTI (synthetic aperture radar/

moving target indicator) and Telephonics

rdr-1700B maritime surveillance radar. 

Fixed Wing UAV
Fixed wing UAVs can be of basically two

types, the smaller ones which can operate

from selected ships and the larger ones

which can operate from land, but have

enough endurance to cover Navy’s area of

interest over the maritime domain. opera-

tion of UAV from the ship requires special

launching arrangements like a catapult and

landing arrangements with the help of some

arrester arrangement. such an arrangement

complicates a ship’s normal operations. one

example is Aeronautics defense systems’

orbiter 2 which is deployed on some of the

Israeli Navy ships. It is launched by a cata-

pult and is hermetically sealed to enable it

to float when landed on the sea. It is claimed

that it can be re-launched in a very short

period after being recovered from the sea.

The UAV is one metre in length, has a three

metre wing span and has a mission

endurance of 3.5 h. Its maximum take-off

weight is 9.5 kg which includes the sensor

package. Aeronautics is also developing an

orbiter 3 design, which will have a larger 3.6

m wingspan and more than 10 h endurance. 

The other larger UAV systems are

medium altitude long endurance (MALe) and

the high altitude long endurance (HALe).

There are many examples of MALe like

Heron, dominator 2, predator, Watchkeeper,

etc. rQ-4 Global Hawk is a good example of

HALe UAV. Israel’s dominator 2 is the

unmanned version of the diamond dA42

light aircraft, powered by two Thielert diesel

engines, weighs 2,000 kg and can carry a 300

kg payload for missions lasting up to 28

hour. The General Atomics MQ-1 predator is

used primarily by the UsAF and CIA. It car-

ries cameras and other sensors but has been

modified and upgraded to carry and fire two

AGM-114 Hellfire missiles or other muni-

tions. It can fly up to 400 nautical miles (740

km) to a target; loiter overhead for 14 hours,

before returning to base.

The Us Navy has planned broad area

maritime surveillance unmanned surveil-

lance system (BAMs UAs) based on a

marinised version of the General Atomics

rQ-4 Global Hawk aircraft family. Its pri-

mary mission is to provide maritime intel-

ligence surveillance and reconnaissance

(Isr) data collection and dissemination

capability. The BAMs system is to operate

with the p-8A poseidon multi-mission mar-

itime aircraft when it is introduced into

service. The system will be equipped with

sensors and communications systems to

detect, track, classify, and identify maritime

and littoral targets. The sensor suite will

include Northrop Grumman’s BAMs multi-

function active sensor active electronically

scanned array radar and raytheon’s electro-

optical payloads.

Indian Navy
The Indian Navy at present operates IAI’s

Heron medium altitude long endurance

(MALe) UAV and a smaller UAV searcher

MkII. Heron is capable of operations of up

to 52 hours’ duration up to 35,000 feet. The

system is all-weather and has fully auto-

matic launch and recovery capability. Heron

can carry an array of sensors, including

infra-red, intelligence systems, and various

radar systems up to a maximum weight of

250 kg. Heron is also capable of target

acquisition and artillery fire adjustment.

searcher MkII is a multi mission tactical

UAV system used for surveillance, recon-

naissance, target acquisition, artillery fire

adjustment and damage assessment. Its

payloads include electro optical system,

synthetic aperture radar, communications

intelligence (CoMINT) and electronic sup-

port measures (esM) integration capability.

It has an endurance of 20 hour, a range of

300 km, an altitude of 23,000 ft, and can

carry a payload of 120 kg. drdo is devel-

oping a smaller UAV called Nishant and a

MALe equivalent called rustom. It is also

understood that a rotary UAV is being

attempted with an Alouette helicopter’s air-

frame. development of UAVs is not easy as

it involves avionics, control systems and

sensors, all very complex technologies.

Thus it would be better to go for joint

development ventures for long-term

requirements and imports for the immedi-

ate requirements. 

It would be better to go for

joint development ventures

for long-term requirements

and imports for 

immediate requirements

Lynx(r) synthetic aperture radar/ground moving target indicator (SAR/GMTI)
General Atomics Aeronautical systems has successfully demonstrated a new maritime

wide area search (MWAs) mode planned for the proven Lynx(r) sAr/GMTI. It is capable

of a 30 degree per second scan rate and optimised for detecting and imaging small ves-

sels, including self-propelled semi-submersible (spss) vessels. The new maritime mode

provides the operator with wide-area coverage and the ability to cross-cue the eo/Ir

camera automatically to an object of interest. In coordination with the Navy research

Laboratory, GA-AsI conducted four flights involving small vessel detection and tracking

tests. Through the dense cloud cover encountered during the morning flight tests, the

Lynx radar was able to detect the spss crafts successfully at significant stand-off ranges

and provide very accurate intercept vectors to other aircraft and sea-based vessels.

IAI/TAMAM’s multi-purpose optical stabilised payload 
Multi-purpose optical stabilised payload (Mosp) was one of the first integrated multi-

sensor payloads developed specifically for UAV applications. Unlike the specialised

payloads of its time, Mosp was designed as a common system, with all sensors, optics

and associated electronics packed on a stabilised platform in a compact 14” ball, which

could be fitted on many UAVs. Mosp was developed at IAI/TAMAM in response to Israel

defense Force requirements. Further modifications of Mosp and adaptation to the Us

requirements were pursued under the Us/Israeli collaborative programme. over 500

units are currently operational with various UAVs including Hunter, searcher, Heron,

Firescout, Hermes 450. Mosp is provided with a choice of sensors, including second or

third generation FLIr, colour CCd with high power telephoto zoom lens, laser

rangefinder/designator, etc. The payload can be fitted with dual-channel video link

which enable simultaneous transmission of both FLIr and CCd images via data link.

other software features include automatic target tracker, which can pick up targets

sized 3 pixels or more, even at low contrast level of eight per cent. The payload can be

slaved to the UAV navigation system, flight control computer or to external sensors,

such as signals intelligence (sIGINT) or synthetic aperture radar (sAr). 

DRDO’s Rustom UAV

Predator UAV

PhotograPhs: anoop Kamath, www.af.mil
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T
he Indian Coast Guard (ICG) has

come a long way as an armed

force of the Union, under the

Ministry of defence. raised in

1977, it is responsible for pro-

tecting maritime and other national inter-

ests in the maritime zones. since its

inception, the ICG has grown to become a

force to reckon with, executing its man-

dated charter at home and building up

international liaisons. 

our neighbours look upon the ICG for

assistance in the field of search and rescue,

marine pollution response and anti-piracy

issues. such requirements entail a greater

involvement by the Coast Guard thanks to

its expertise in these fields. 

The ICG is also fully integrated with all

the national agencies and organisations that

are stakeholders in issues and challenges

emanating from the sea. It is poised to

expand exponentially in the next few years.  

As entailed by legislation it performs its

duties and functions besides supporting

other ministries. In pursuance of its respon-

sibilities, the director General, ICG, has also

been designated as head of organisations

such as the National Maritime search and

rescue Board, etc and also as the Indian

Governor for regional Cooperation Agree-

ment on Combating piracy and Armed rob-

bery against ships in Asia.  

After-effects of 26/11
The use of the sea route by terrorists in 2008

highlighted the vulnerability of India’s coast-

line and the pressing need for a coordinated

approach to maritime security by all the

stakeholders and users of the sea. In Febru-

ary 2009, the government vested the ICG

with the additional responsibility for coastal

security in territorial waters and coordina-

tion between all central and state agencies.   

As a result there has been increased

focus on enhancing awareness of the mar-

itime domain and patrolling in territorial

waters by all concerned agencies. The fol-

lowing issues have been addressed on a

war-footing: 

l Coastal surveillance network with radar,

electro-optic sensors, marine small tar-

get tracker, metrological sensors, VHF

sets and automatic identification sys-

tem (AIs) feed from national AIs chain

to be implemented. 

l promulgation of standard operating

procedures for coastal security for all

Coastal states/Union Territories (UTs). 

l deputing ICG personnel for manning of

joint operation centres. 

l Functioning of coastal police stations in

‘hub and spoke’ concept with ICG sta-

tions for information outflow. 

l recommendations for fitment of

transponders for fishing vessels and

other craft less than 20 metres. 

l Joint Indian Navy-ICG team identifying

suitable radio-frequency identification

for installation on fishing boats.  

l Conduct of 36 coastal security exercises

and 28 coastal security operations to

validate coastal security mechanism. 

l Conduct of ab-initio training of marine

police.   

l Community Interaction programmes to

interact regularly with the coastal fish-

ing populace with a view to sensitise

them and act as ‘eyes and ears’ for any

illegal activities. 

Coastal Security 
The issues being monitored for ensuring

the effectiveness of coastal security mech-

anism with central and state governments

are: 

l Activation of coastal security helpline.

l Issuance of biometric identity cards to

fishermen.

l Uniform registration of all fishing boats.

l Legislation for fisheries monitoring and

control.

l Monitoring the physical progress of

coastal security schemes. 

l Assist coastal states/union territories in

carrying out vulnerability and gap

analysis and identifying additional

police stations. 

l All states have been requested to estab-

lish state Maritime Boards for better co-

ordination at the state-level.  

Force Strength
The two dimensional profile of the ICG

essentially comprises indigenously-built sur-

face platforms and aircraft which are being

augmented by the acquisition of assets to

overcome the gaps in the surveillance of the

vast sea area. The ICG in 1978 began with

two old frigates secured from the Navy and

five boats from the Customs. By 2008, the

ICG had a fleet strength of 44 ships, 19

boats, six Air Cushioned Vessels (ACVs) and

45 aircraft. In 2009, the government sanc-

tioned additional ships, boats and aircraft

and the ICG commissioned 11 ships, viz.,

two new generation 93-metre offshore

patrol Vessels (opV) ‘Vishwast’ and ‘Vijit’,

the first pollution response Vessel ‘samudra

prahari’, a 105-metre opV ‘samrat’ and seven

interceptor boats in 2009. Three more inter-

ceptor boats are expected to join the fleet by

March 2011. The shallow water and amphibi-

ous operations of ICG is also being strength-

ened by inducting more ACVs.  

More than a 100 state-of-the-art surface

platforms are presently under construction

in both public and private shipyards. By

2018, the service will achieve an effective

strength of about 200 surface platforms

which will certainly enhance the surveil-

lance capabilities of the ICG. 

The ICG air arm is also growing from

strength to strength. With the major acqui-

sition of additional dornier and Chetak air-

craft, multi-mission maritime aircraft,

twin-engine light and heavy helicopters, the

strength of the air assets is expected to

reach 100 aircraft by 2018. 

Infrastructure Stations 
In 2008 ICG had 22 stations to which will be

added, another 20 stations, two regional

headquarters (rHQ) and a district headquar-

ters (dHQ).  In 2009-10, ICG established a

rHQ (North-West) at Gandhinagar, Gujarat,

a dHQ at Kavaratti (Lakshadweep & Minicoy

Islands), and commissioned seven new sta-

tions at Gandhinagar, Vadinar, Veraval,

Murud Janjira, Karwar, Hut Bay and Minicoy. 

Another rHQ at Kolkata and two Coast

Guard stations at Mundra and Kolkata will

come up by March 2011. There will be 42 sta-

tions functioning all along the coast by 2015.

each station will have at least two interceptor

boats for undertaking close coast surveil-

lance and search and rescue operations.   

Air stations/air enclaves: There were

two air stations, two air enclaves and four

independent air squadrons established till

december 2008. By 2015, there will be a

total of five air stations and 10 air enclaves.  

Manpower
ICG had 7,000 personnel as of November

2008, against the sanctioned strength of

about 8,000 personnel. An additional

4,000 personnel have been sanctioned and

efforts are on to fill the gap. The antici-

pated modernisation of equipment and

infrastructure will take its strength to

about 20,000 personnel.  

Significant Progress
The canvas of the ICG is very wide and it is

well on the path of becoming a maritime

force capable of achieving its motto ‘We

protect’.  

The author is Deputy Director General (Pol-

icy & Plans) of Indian Coast Guard at HQ.

Force to Reckon With
sea route used by terrorists for 26/11 Mumbai attack exposed vulnerability of India’s coastline and the pressing need

for a coordinated approach to maritime security

PhotograPh: ICg
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n REAR ADMIRAL (RETD) SUSHIL RAMSAY

N
eTWorK-CeNTrIC WArFAre

(NCW) has emerged as a vital

and revolutionary capability

for military operations. Its

potential and dynamic applica-

tions has earned immediate global recogni-

tion, prompting all leading military forces

of the world planning for its development

and adoption, to meet the security chal-

lenges that exist in their respective areas of

responsibilities. The Us and especially the

Us Navy has stolen a march in this spec-

trum by developing a NCW capability. NCW

is based on using information technology,

computers, high-speed data links, and net-

working software to connect navy ships,

aircraft, and shore installations into highly

integrated local area network (LAN) and

wide area network (WAN) networks. This

would also greatly improve naval capabili-

ties and affect major changes in naval tac-

tics, doctrine, and organisation. Within

these networks, all platforms share large

amounts of critical information seamlessly

on real-time basis. The programmes for

implementing NCW include the cooperative

engagement capability (CeC), the Naval

Fires Network (NFN) and the IT-21 pro-

gramme. A related programme is the Navy-

Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI).

CEC Concept: CeC is a sensor network

with integrated fire control that provides a

means by which data from existing sensor

and fire control systems can be combined

and distributed to each element of a net-

worked force. It is simple in concept but

very complex to develop and implement.

There are many factors besides the horizon

that can affect radar detection. These

include the radar cross-section of the target

itself, radar clutter, atmospherics, closely

spaced targets, jamming, and terrain

screening. Thus individual radars some-

times have difficulty maintaining continu-

ous and accurate tracks. CeC nets sensors

together so that brief periods of detection

on a target can be combined throughout the

network to produce a single continuous

track. As the resulting composite tracks are

available throughout the network, many

units get track data they never would have

received otherwise, and all combatants can

participate in a coordinated identification

and engagement process. CeC system uses

antennas and data processors to link ships

and aircraft operating in a specific area into

a single, integrated air-defense network in

which the radar data collected by each plat-

form is transmitted on a real-time basis to

the other units in the network. each unit in

the CeC network carries out data fusion

with data received from the other units. As

a result, units in the network share a com-

mon, composite and real-time air-defence

picture. This will permit a ship to use radar

targeting data gathered by other ships and

aircraft for shooting down anti-ship mis-

siles that the ship cannot see. It will also

permit air-defence missiles fired by one

ship to be guided by other ships or aircraft.

CeC will also obviate the necessity of

inducting additional weapons and radars as

it will synergise the existing resources,

using identical algorithms, to the optimum.

CeC was essentially designed to counter

threat emanating from cruise missiles,

especially while operating in littoral waters.

The backbone of CeC is an efficient commu-

nications system with vastly improved

bandwidth, electronic countermeasures and

advantages offered by the Gps. 

Naval Fires Network (NFN): The NFN

uses commercial off-the-shelf (CoTs) IT

technologies to link naval forces operating

in an area into a single real-time targeting

network for coordinating gun and missile

fire to attack surface and land targets, par-

ticularly time-critical targets, in support of

friendly forces ashore. NFN allows sensor

data and other intelligence information to

be rapidly converted to accurate targeting

information for pGMs. It implies that after

acquiring target information from a UAV,

transmit this information into a network

and get it converted into ballistic data to

engage the target.

IT-21: IT-21 which stands for IT for the

21st century, is the Us Navy’s investment

strategy for procuring the desktop comput-

ers, data links and networking software

needed to establish an intranet for trans-

mitting tactical and administrative data

within and between navy ships. IT-21 is the

Us Navy’s network at sea installed across

the fleet. It delivers the first integrated net-

work that brings local and wide-area con-

nectivity and applications to fleet users.

The objective is to provide the fleet with a

modern communications capability that

utilises CoTs technologies.

Navy-Marine Corps Intranet (NMCI):

The NMCI is a corporate-style intranet that

would link the Us Navy and Marine Corps

shore installations in much the same way

as IT-21 effort will link together the Us

Navy ships. The NMCI brings integrated net-

work capability ashore and along with IT-21

enables day-to-day work of the fleet. In

addition to the ships, a large percentage of

all the navy’s piers are connected directly

to the Internet.

NCW in Indian context

Maritime Domain Awareness & NCW

The maritime domain is defined as all areas

and things of, on, under, relating to, adja-

cent to, or bordering on a sea, ocean, or

other navigable waterways, including all

maritime-related activities, infrastructure,

people, cargo, and vessels and other con-

veyances. Maritime domain Awareness

(MdA) is defined as the effective under-

standing of anything associated with the

maritime domain that could impact the

security, safety, economy, or environment.

MdA is all about generating actionable

intelligence, the cornerstone of successful

counter-terrorist and maritime law enforce-

ment operations.

India’s geographical location places it in

a complex maritime environment. The sea

areas around India are one of the busiest

waterways of the world, with over one lakh

ships transiting the shipping lanes adjoin-

ing its coast every year. The strait of

Malacca alone accounts for nearly 60,000

ships annually. These ships that pass

through various international straits and

choke points bordering the Indian ocean

rim (Ior), carry nearly 75 per cent of the

world’s maritime trade and half the world’s

daily oil consumption. About 95 per cent by

volume and 70 per cent by value of India’s

external trade is carried by sea. With a more

globally connected economy and India’s

continued reliance on the global maritime

environment for trade and commerce,

ensuring a safe and secure maritime envi-

ronment is critical to national security and

economic well-being.

The Indian Navy, with its significant mar-

itime intelligence, collection, fusion and dis-

semination capabilities, has been designated

the lead agency in execution of MdA opera-

tions. The Indian Navy would be responsible

for developing MdA and orchestrating the

process by which information is collated,

monitored, analysed and shared with other

government agencies and maritime stake-

holders. sharing information is absolutely

essential if this growing network is to effec-

tively detect, identify and track the most

dangerous threats, including terrorists,

weapons of mass destruction, narcotics,

piracy, mass migrations, and arms traffick-

ers. Awareness generated through informa-

tion sharing will enhance understanding of

the global maritime environment, including

adjacent ungoverned areas in which terror-

ists operate, thereby providing opportunities

to deal with threats as far away from the

Indian borders as possible.

specifically, the Indian Navy needs to

continue to employ a layered approach to

maritime domain awareness, using comple-

mentary systems to increase overall capa-

bility. The Indian Navy also needs to

accelerate deployment of a net-centric tac-

tical system that enables sharing of situa-

tion data and services across multiple

agency and department domains including

the Indian Coast Guard systems.

In Indian context too, Indian Navy has

pioneered the move towards NCW. The

Indian Navy has plans to cover entire Ior

using various assets like satellites, ships

and land-based sensors. Indian Navy has

already started building its network by link-

ing ships, submarines, aircrafts, helicopters

and shore-based installations with high-

speed data links creating a seamless flow of

information between all the assets. since

Indian Navy has a very large area of respon-

sibility stretching from the Gulf of Aden to

Malacca straits, this network will help

Indian Navy patrol this whole region in a

much better way.

The Indian Navy, with its present con-

nectivity maintains a near real-time MdA

plot at all Maritime operation Centres

(MoCs) enabling exchange of positional

awareness and networking sensor informa-

tion of own assets. This is achieved through

all available means, including satellite

inputs, port stations, integral/shore-based

aircraft, helicopters, unmanned aerial vehi-

cles, coastal radars, human intelligence as

also inputs from open sources like vessel

monitoring and port websites and data-

bases. In the short-term, the Indian Navy

intends to achieve a satellite-based compre-

hensive communications capability in the

Ior. In the long-term, an all-encompassing

surveillance and communications capability

will be achieved through a constellation 

of satellites.

The Indian Navy through its well

defined and proactive approach will very

soon enhance its ability to: 

l Maintain a network of unclassified

Attaining 

Revolutionary Capability
To further augment its NCW capabilities, the Indian Navy is at an advanced stage of indigenously developing network-

centric operation system at a cost of $1 billion, eventually to be networked with the satellite over the next few years

NCW is based on using infor-

mation technology, comput-

ers, high-speed data links,

and networking software to

connect navy ships, aircraft,

and shore installations into

highly integrated LAN and

WAN networks

continued on page 14 
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N JANUArY 21, THe Naval

dockyard at Mumbai wore a

festive look with all warships

adorned with flags of different

colours and shapes. The occa-

sion was the commissioning of INs deepak,

the first of the two fleet tankers to be built

by Fincanteri shipyard of Italy for India, by

defence Minister A.K. Antony. 

Antony was received by Admiral Nirmal

Kumar Verma, Chief of the Naval staff, and

Vice Admiral sanjeev Bhasin, Flag officer

Commanding-in-Chief, Western Naval Com-

mand at the south Breakwater of the Naval

dockyard. The defence Minister unveiled

the ship’s name plaque marking the formal

induction of INs deepak into the Indian

Navy and the Western Fleet.

Addressing the gathering, the defence

Minister stated that Navy has embarked on

an ambitious shipbuilding programme to

provide it with the required maritime assets

to meet its mandate. “Indian defence ship-

yards are working to their full capacity to

meet the country’s warship requirements,”

he said and added, “India’s continued pres-

ence in Indian ocean waters necessitates

pursuing our strategic and diplomatic inter-

ests for which a ship such as deepak, with

an ability to sustain the Indian fleets at sea

for prolonged periods, is a vital asset to

ensure Indian Navy’s continuous presence

in our area of interest.”

designed by Fincanteri shipyard specif-

ically for the Indian Navy, this ship is one

of the largest ships of the Navy; 175 metres

long, 25 metres wide and has a full load dis-

placement of 27,500 tonnes. The ship has

been designed, constructed and delivered

in a record time of 27 months and is a sec-

ond generation ship. The erstwhile deepak,

commissioned in November 1967 was

decommissioned in April 1996 after 29

years of service in the Navy.

Though INs deepak is essentially a

tanker and its thoughtfully designed and

versatile platform is capable of a large

number of roles. In addition to its tradi-

tional role of supplying fuel to ships at sea,

the ship is also capable of transporting and

supplying ammunitions, materials and pro-

visions. It is also capable of undertaking

humanitarian assistance and disaster relief

(HAdr) operations with its modern medical

health facilities. 

The deepak class fleet tankers will be the

mainstay tankers/support ships of the

Indian Navy in the first half of the 21st cen-

tury. The ship has a maximum draft of 9.1 m

and displacement of 27,000 tonnes of which

a large percentage (17,900 tonnes) is the

cargo carrying capacity. This includes 15,250

tonnes of fuel, 510 tonnes of solid cargo

(including ammunition and spares) and six

containers. The ship has a maximum speed

of 20 knots and an endurance of 10,000 nau-

tical miles at a speed of 16 knots. The ship

is equipped with four AK-630 guns for close

defence supplied by ordnance Factory Board

and high-tech fire control system supplied

by Bharat electronics Limited. In addition,

the ship has sophisticated electronic surveil-

lance and communication equipment sup-

plied by Bharat electronics Limited. The ship

is also capable of carrying an integrated hel-

icopter flight and can stage all helicopters

being used by the Indian Navy. 

The ship is specially designed to func-

tion as a command platform. The sensors

and other equipment fitted onboard have a

large percentage of indigenously manufac-

tured components, especially the communi-

cation and combat information management

system. The ship has state-of-the-art avia-

tion facilities and can operate various types

of helicopters from its deck including the

seaking and the indigenously manufactured

ALH. The ship currently has a crew of 15

officers and 182 sailors. INs deepak would

help revolutionalise the combat support

operations at sea and extend the reach of the

naval power of the nation. 

The induction ceremony was also

attended by the Italian Ambassador in

India, sanfilece Monteforte, senior officials

from the Indian Navy and Fincantieri. 

INS Deepak 
Commissioned
designed by Fincanteri shipyard specifically for the Indian Navy, the ship is one of the largest ships of the Navy; 

175 metres long, 25 metres wide and has a full load displacement of 27,500 tonnes

Class overview
Builders: Fincantieri

Operators: Indian Navy

Preceded by: Aditya class

Built: 2

In commission: 1

Building: 1

General characteristics
Type: Replenishment Fleet Tanker

Displacement: 27,500 tonnes full load

Length: 175 m

Beam: 25 m

Draught: 9.1 m

Propulsion: One 10,000 kw diesel engine

Speed: 20 knots

Range: 12,000 miles @ 15 knots

Complement: 248

Aviation facilities: Flight deck for operating 

10 t helicopters

Defence Minister A.K. Antony unveiling the
ship’s name plaque to mark the formal 

commissioning and induction 
of INS Deepak into the Indian Navy

PhotograPhs: Indian Navy
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I
T HAs BeeN TWo years since the

financial capital of the country, Mum-

bai, was put under a devastating siege

by a handful of pakistani terrorists.

This attack on Mumbai on November

26, 2008 had brought the Indian maritime

security environment under intense spot-

light and scrutiny. It raised issues that have

been under the media and political scanner

since the 1990s. Following the 1993 bomb

blasts, the sea route and the susceptible

coastal security environment were identi-

fied as the likely loopholes in the country’s

security ring. Various committees recom-

mended measures, such as regulation of

fishing traffic, enhancing port security envi-

ronment, gazettes for empowering maritime

agencies for enforcing maritime zones of

India (MZI) provisions, putting in place a

maritime governing body, coastal radar sta-

tions, among others. Whilst all these recom-

mendations have been reiterated, and in

some cases also accepted, the challenges to

Indian coastal security remain high.

As on date, threats to our coastal areas

are mainly sub-conventional in nature. Ter-

rorist have the potential to attack our vital

installations located along the coasts, such

as atomic power complexes, oil platforms,

naval bases, industrial assets and cities,

causing substantial damage. smuggling of

drugs, arms and explosives via the sea route

by criminal groups aggravates the coastal

security scenario further. Criminal groups

engaging in these activities not only breach

the security of the coast but also network

with terrorists and provide logistical support

for their dreaded operations. Indian coasts

are also vulnerable to illegal migration from

Bangladesh and sri Lanka. Though such peo-

ple do not pose a direct security threat, the

probability exist that terror operatives can

sneak into the country in the guise of such

migrant populace. Finally, numerous fishing

boats which venture into the sea each day

also pose a security threat, as many such

fishing boats could be used for smuggling-in

arms and infiltrators, as was done by the

26/11 perpetrators, when they forcibly took

over the fishing vessel Kuber that arrived on

Mumbai’s shores. The situation is aggravated

by the fact that checking each one of these

tens of thousands of boats for suspicious

men and material is almost impossible. 

The 26/11 attacks were a massive jolt to

Indian security, which till then was per-

ceived to emanate only from our northerly

land frontiers. After the Mumbai siege, amid

concerns about the security of India’s coast,

the media highlighted reports regarding

gaps in the coastal surveillance apparatus.

This terror attack was so immense that it

compelled the central government to

announce a slew of measures to revamp

coastal security.

More sea power
The foremost was entrusting the responsi-

bility of guarding the coast, to the Coast

Guard (CG) and overall responsibility for

maritime security to the Indian Navy, includ-

ing creation of sagar prahari Bal, and early

procurement of interceptor boats, offshore

vessels and helicopters. The Navy and the

Coast Guard are key members of India’s

maritime security and law enforcement sys-

tem, functioning independently, yet interde-

pendently. To counter the multitude of

threats envisaged in the future, it is impera-

tive that the Indian Navy and the CG, as the

principal stakeholders in the maritime

domain, operate in a very cohesive and syn-

ergistic manner. The charters in respect of

these agencies have been very clearly

defined and laid down. The Indian Coast

Guard (ICG), when formed in 1978, was man-

dated with the responsibilities in MZI, in line

with the issues perceived to be relevant at

that point in time. Accordingly, ICG was pro-

vided appropriate assets to tackle issues

pertaining to violations in exclusive eco-

nomic Zone (eeZ) and search and rescue

(sAr), and later added the mandate of Mar-

itime pollution. since then, in the last four

decades, the MZI domain has seen the mush-

rooming of various concerns including mar-

itime terrorism, illegal arms trafficking,

among others. Further, India’s peninsular

geography remains more prone to maritime

incidents view the country’s location in the

Indian ocean region (Ior) and the geopolit-

ical issues therein. It is for this reason that

post-26/11, the Cabinet Committee on secu-

rity (CCs) had sanctioned for the Coast

Guard, 40 ships, 20 boats and 42 aircraft in

February 2009 and later accepted the need

for another seven offshore patrol vessels, 20

fast patrol vessels and 12 dornier aircraft.

Further, recruitment of the 3,000 additional

personnel was also authorised. Investments

of this scale were mandated, as India has a

7,500-km-long coastline which touches nine

states and four Union territories and is dot-

ted with 12 major and 180 minor ports. 

At the state level, reviewing the country’s

coastal security in the wake of the terror

strikes in Mumbai, the state governments

were directed to operationalise all coastal

police stations and check posts. To ensure

better coordination among different agen-

cies, Coastal Command and Joint operation

Centres had been set up. In october 2010,

Home Minister p. Chidambaram stated that

the identified gaps which remain to be filled

up would be plugged through phase-II of the

Coastal security scheme. phase-I of the

Coastal security scheme would come to an

end in March 2011. phase-II, to be launched

thereafter, will considerably strengthen

infrastructure in terms of boats, police sta-

tions, jetties, vehicles, equipment, trained

personnel, among others. Compulsory regis-

tration of all types of vessels like fishing as

well as non-fishing vessels, provision of nav-

igational and communication equipments in

all type of vessels and issuance of biometric

Id cards to all the fishermen are among the

provisions under the scheme. 

Security umbrella
The coastal security scheme aims at provid-

ing assistance to nine coastal states of

Gujarat, Maharashtra, Goa, Karnataka, Ker-

ala, Tamil Nadu, Andhra pradesh, orissa

and West Bengal and four coastal Union Ter-

ritories of daman & diu, Lakshadweep,

puducherry and Andaman and Nicobar

Islands to strengthen their infrastructure

for marine policing. The scheme provides

for setting up 73 coastal police stations, 97

check posts, 58 outposts and 30 operational

barracks. so far, 71 coastal police stations

have been operationalised and construction

of 75 check posts, 54 outposts and 22 bar-

racks completed. 158 boats were delivered

to coastal states/UTs up to the end of sep-

tember 2010.

Though these numbers are substantial

and boost the confidence of our coastal pop-

ulation, there exists attendant challenges in

implementation and coordination. Hence

the need to take a nuanced view of such

optimism. As a case in point, during rough

seas, sea sickness is bound to affect the per-

formance of marine police as they are not

professional seafarers. Further, such meas-

ures do not recognise the role of fishermen

in coastal security and how to integrate

them in coastal security operations, like Ter-

ritorial Army ashore. Many more endeav-

ours are mandated, such as fully using

Customs and police intelligence to enhance

coastal security, using acoustic sensors to

detect low flying aircrafts along with coastal

radars being installed in light houses. In

such initiatives, it is the use of technology

that can be a game changer in India’s quest

for a safe coast. This can include, inter alia,

installation of transponders on all sea-faring

vessels, establishment of a chain of radars

and automatic identification system (AIs)

along the coastline to track approaching ves-

sels, to name just a few.

Centre’s work cut out
If such infrastructure creation as well as the

larger issue with regard to provision of

assets, as well as effective legislative

enforcement powers and timely execution

of initiatives, are not addressed, the change

desired and mandated may not be forth-

coming. one needs to bear in mind that new

organisations need time to settle in the

existing matrix and require coordinated

efforts from all stakeholders. In this con-

text, the central government has its work

cut out. Hastening the process of establish-

ment and operationalisation of the remain-

ing coastal police stations, resolving the

issue of command and control between var-

ious agencies, prodding state governments

to cooperate and encouraging greater infor-

mation sharing among them, and plugging

various gaps in the coastal security system

are some of the important steps.

To sum up, Indian coastal security, a

hitherto dormant issue became important

only after the Mumbai 2008 terror attacks.

Until then, securing the country’s land bor-

ders remained the dominant discourse on

national security. This was understandable

as India has fought three wars with pakistan

and a border war with China. Further, it con-

tinues to grapple with various sub-conven-

tional threats emanating from across the

borders, such as terrorism, infiltration,

smuggling of arms, drugs, and many others.

Though activities like smuggling and refugee

flows through the Indian coasts posed a

challenge to security, these were not consid-

ered grave enough to merit concerted atten-

tion. However, 26/11 was a wake-up call. All

subsequent efforts will, obviously, take time

to bear fruit, as years of neglect cannot be

corrected overnight. Nonetheless, the secu-

rity apparatus along our coast is in a much

better shape now. To maintain this forward

momentum, state governments will have to

be perennially coaxed and cajoled into

actively participating and cooperating with

the Centre in a national endeavour to secure

India’s coasts. 

Quest for Safe Coast
The 26/11 attack jolted the Indian security, exposed the prevailing gaps in the coastal surveillance apparatus 

PhotograPh: Indian Navy
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NAVArMs 2010, an interna-

tional seminar and exhibition on

naval armament, was organised

at Manekshaw Centre, New delhi

on November 24 and 25, 2010. The seminar

was held under the aegis of director Gen-

eral Naval Armament Inspection, Integrated

Headquarters, Mod (Navy) and Confedera-

tion of Indian Industry (CII) on the theme—

“Building India’s Navy: Force requirements

and Indigenous Capability”.

during the inaugural session on Novem-

ber 24, satish K. Kaura, Co-Chairman, CII

National defence Council and Chairman,

samtel Group, delivered the welcome

address, which was soon followed by theme

address from Vice Admiral d.K. dewan, Vice

Chief of Naval staff, IHQ, Mod (Navy). Chief

of Naval staff Admiral Nirmal Verma in his

message stated, “The fighting efficiency of a

Navy is judged by its armament inventory

and the effectiveness of its weapon systems

in combat. As stated in its strategy and doc-

trine, the Indian Navy seeks to consolidate

its capabilities to operate across the full

spectrum of conflict. For this, continuous

upgradation of Navy’s weapon capabilities

and combat readiness is an inescapable

requirement. This goal cannot be achieved

without embarking on the path of self-

reliance, which requires the seamless and

effective interface among Navy, the drdo,

the public sector and the private sector.” He

went on to add, “I am sure the platform pro-

vided by NAVArMs 10 will be used by the

Indian industry to interact with all stake-

holders to work out a time-bound action

plan for establishing a strong armament pro-

duction base in India, with the ultimate aim

of attaining self-reliance. The Indian Navy

would encourage and support all efforts in

this important endeavour.”

eliciting and understanding of Navy’s

qualitative and quantitative expectations

from the industry, Indian Navy’s expecta-

tions which include cost effective, high

quality and reliable products, integrated

logistics support, lean order capability,

prompt delivery, provision for upgradation

and product life cycle support, became the

central theme of presentations that fol-

lowed all through the two-day seminar.

during the first session, opportunities in

surface navy was lucidly presented by rear

Admiral Girish Luthra, ACNs (p&p), fol-

lowed by an impressive presentation of

opportunities in naval aviation by rear

Admiral d.M. sudan, ACNs (Air). rear Admi-

ral M.T. Moraes, Flag officer, submarines,

comprehensively put forth the opportuni-

ties in submarine armament. Befitting the

theme, rear Admiral K.r. Nair, ACoM (IT&s)

set the stage for technology driven debate

based on opportunities in weapons systems

for the Navy during the seminar.

While M.J. Kurian, AGM, Ammunition

Factory Khadki, pune made a presentation

on support role of private industry in pro-

duction of armament by oFB, B.K. Kalra,

Head, production Centre, strategic systems

Complex, Talegaon, Larsen & Toubro Ltd,

presented industry perspective on indige-

nous capability build to support Navy’s

requirements. Francesco salvetti, project

Manager, MBdA, Italia s.p.A presented sig-

nificant features and capability of Marte

extended range, as a comprehensive answer

to Indian Navy’s anti-surface warfare

requirements. Aegis Weapon system capabil-

ities was then presented by daniel p. Keller.

Commodore sujeet samaddar made a pres-

entation on building Indian Navy’s force

requirement and indigenous capabilities.

day two witnessed a wide range of pre-

sentations of capabilities which existed

both in public and private sectors to sup-

port Indian Navy’s requirements of indige-

nous weapons and system, which resulted

in very keen interaction between the users

and the producers. 

The valedictory session began with an

opening address by Ashok Kanodia, Chair-

man, policy Coordination, CII and Chairman,

precision electronics. Minister of state for

defence M.M. pallam raju presided over the

session and delivered the valedictory

address. Gurpal singh, deputy director Gen-

eral and Head (defence/Aerospace/security),

CII made concluding remarks with a vote of

thanks to all participants and the sponsors

of the seminar, rear Admiral sanatan Kul-

shrestha, dGNAI, IHQ, Mod (Navy), and all

members of his team for their stupendous

efforts in making the second session of

NAVArMs an outstanding success. 

CNS Admiral Nirma Vermal
inaugurating NAVARMS 2010

PhotograPh: Indian Navy

Building
Indigenous Capabilities
The second edition of NAVArMs 2010 was held at New delhi under the aegis of the director General Naval Armament

Inspection and Confederation of Indian Industry (CII)

The fighting efficiency of 

a Navy is judged by its 

armament inventory and the

effectiveness of its weapon

systems in combat
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SP’s Naval Forces (SP’s): What is DCNS’ forecast on

the naval ship market for the Asian region?

Bernard Buisson (Buisson): The countries in the

region are developing very fast and they

need to adapt their naval means to the

growth. In terms of products, navies are

going for full capabilities, from littoral to

blue waters mission, from offshore patrol

vessel (opV) to amphibious ships, together

with underwater capabilities. The com-

pelling reasons for nations to modernise

their naval defence systems are resources

supply security, as well as environmental

protection and civilian safety. The objective

has been to address asymmetric threats.

dCNs believes that navies here will

continue to modernise and upgrade their

defence capabilities to protect their mar-

itime resources and sea trade. We see

international modernisation of naval

forces motivated mostly by the need 

for greater economic protection and

regional stability.

SP’s: Can you brief us on the cooperation with the

Indian industry with regards to their Scorpene sub-

marine programme?

Buisson: The production of six ssK scorpene

submarines by Mazagon dock Limited

(MdL) under a dCNs transfer of technology

(ToT) is going on (p75 programme). We are

conducting genuine transfer of technolo-

gies and know-how at an unprecedented

level for sophisticated naval platforms and

are providing our Indian partners with tech-

nical assistance to manufacture equipment

through indigenisation programmes.

The shipyard modernisation pro-

gramme launched by MdL with the support

of dCNs has progressed rapidly, thus

enabling MdL to deliver more than one sub-

marine per year. MdL has absorbed the

demanding technologies associated wih the

hull fabrication. At the end of the pro-

gramme, MdL will have the capability to

manufacture more scorpenes by itself.

These significant ToT achievements are

indeed paving the way for the current p75

and future programmes. MdL and dCNs

teams work well together.

The outfitting works are ongoing and

we will complete the delivery of combat

system equipment for the first submarine

by the end of this year. The following ones

will be delivered one every year. For the

upcoming stages of the building (outfittings

together systems integration and running

of trials), an adapted organisation from the

shipyard was needed. Together with MdL,

we created a common ‘task force’ aiming at

quality and at the greatest efficiency. 

Beside its support to MdL, dCNs is

working at the selection and qualification

of Indian companies as partners for local

production on the scorpene and other pro-

grammes (complete systems, sub-systems

and components). This is made through our

Indian subsidiary, dCNs India. 

dCNs India is in the process of invest-

ing and consolidating. our foundations —

teams and partnerships — need to be

strong. We are on track in our develop-

ment, on the training and qualifications of

our local staff, vendors and solutions. We

are already producing results in detailed

designs and procurement.

SP’s: How much of indigenous content goes into the

SSK Scorpene?

Buisson: The ship on it is locally produced

and assembled. The major part, the pres-

sure hull, is made and assembled by MdL.

This is a complex manufacturing process

acquired by MdL under the dCNs ToT.

Indigenous elements that are fitted

onboard are part of the Mazagon purchase

Materials (MpM). Their indigenisation —

manufacture by Indian companies with

transfer of technology and of know-how —

is on its way. At the end of the p75 pro-

gramme, a major part of the ship will 

have been locally sourced, allowing local

competencies for maintenance and indus-

trial independence.

The important point relating to ToT and

the indigenisation process on the p75 pro-

gramme is for India to acquire understand-

ing of the systems concerned. We are

genuinely transferring technologies and

know-how on conception and manufactur-

ing to MdL. Together with the industrial

upgrades made by MdL, these provide

capacities to maintain the submarine, to

understand potential obsolescence on the

systems, to be able to upgrade, adapt indige-

nous systems with the submarine during its

lifetime (generally around 30 years).

SP’s: Could you tell us about Mazagon Purchase

Materials?

Buisson: Mazagon purchase Materials are the

equipment and systems that are fitted in the

submarine (engines, pumps, valves, as also

the management and control systems, AC

and safety equipments, the accommoda-

tions). Tens of thousands of articles are

grouped by families.

The purchase of the MpM has not been

signed together with the main contract for

the building of the submarines in 2005. The

MpM have now been contracted. This is

managed by MdL and we support them to

make up for the delay. We are also main-

taining the price of the MpM within the ini-

tial estimation of the programme, obviously

with the cost actualisation, everything is

now running.

We work with MdL above our contrac-

tual obligations for the programme to be 

a success. There is a willingness on the

part of France to be a forthcoming partner

of India.

SP’s: What critical equipment are you sourcing locally

for the Scorpene and your other global programmes?

Buisson: Beside the hulls (light and pressure

hulls), all the main mechanical and elec-

trico-mechanical systems, the navigations

systems and equipments of the combat sys-

tems will be sourced and made locally. 

The most important is to realise that on

completion of the p75 programme, we will

have conducted an extensive ToT pro-

gramme of the submarine, together with the

transmission of the know-how to upgrade

the submarine during its lifecycle (analysis

and management of information related to

the obsolescence of certain parts/systems,

adaptation of indigenous new components

through upgrades).

SP’s: You must have helped bring down costs consid-

erably, if yes, by what percentage?

Buisson: The aim of indigenisation is not

only to obtain lower costs but to develop a

network of local industrial capacities with

competent suppliers. This is an investment

— both in time and money — for the future,

for the developments of new competencies.

The local sourcing and indigenisation

must comply with rules that are not only

economic, but the following:

l Safety requirements: After identifica-

tion of an Indian supplier, we have to

run a qualification process to give

surety that the built elements will fol-

low quality and performance standards

that will allow the required perform-

ance. This is to ensure the safety of the

submarine and its crew.

l Schedule: The supply of the elements

shall be compatible and in accordance

with the schedule constraints of the

programme. The operational availability

of the Indian Navy is a key element for

the defence forces.

l The industrial and strategic interest:

All suppliers shall comply with the

same constraints regarding cost effec-

tiveness and the management of their

risks. An Indian supplier, especially if

he is qualified to participate in a high

level submarine programme, will 

consider his investments and risks ver-

sus his industrial and financial returns.

We have to give a perspective on the

long term and not only for ‘one-shot’

actions.

As a long-term development, indigeni-

sation is successful when:

l ToT and know-how are fully absorbed,

meaning processes are running smoothly

and with a high level of  autonomy and a

continuous workload is bringing down

costs and maintaining capacities.

l participating providers to our ToT will

give India sovereignty on its long-term

support of the ships. For dCNs, the p75 

programme is part of our long-term

commitment to India, and hopefully for

future programmes to come.

SP’s: How is it working with MDL which may have

legacy systems or systems from different countries?

Buisson: MdL is the only Indian naval ship-

yard to have produced submarines in the

past. However, the competencies developed

have seen a ‘breach’ for the last 15 years.

Considering submarine technologies, this is

a huge gap to fill. Human competencies —

when not maintained — disappear slowly

but surely. Industrial means become obso-

lete if not adapted to the needs. Yet again,

you have to therefore consider investments

and learning stages that cost both time and

money. It is crucial to keep competencies

and industrial means up-to-date to perpet-

uate the investments made.

The state takes into account this strate-

gic dimension, to allow its national industry

(public or private, but under control for the

latter) to regularly maintain capacities

through a smooth and regular workload. 

We had to learn to work with MdL,

that’s a fact. dCNs strength is to be able to

organise complex ToTs with partners that

might not be from the same industrial and

IT backgrounds. We are able to adapt our

tools and methods to MdL’s features and

needs. That said, the key element is the

ability of people to work together. on this

point, we are at a high level of understand-

ing and cooperation with MdL.

SP’s: Scorpene is a totally different technology for

MDL. How are you helping them to understand this?

Buisson: There is no fundamental obstacle

to share the technology; MdL is a naval

shipyard and therefore possess competen-

cies and industrial experience to acquire

the know-how on our technologies and

processes. 

SP’s: How many hulls are prepared?

Buisson: As of today, MdL is done with the

hulls of the first and second submarines.

Third and fourth hulls are in progress

while the frame to receive the hull of the

fifth submarine is under manufacture. It’s

important to notice that we are working

concurrently on different submarines of

the series.

SP’s: When are the first and last deliveries expected?

Buisson: As you know, the launch of the first

submarine has been delayed. We are con-

stantly working with MdL and the authori-

ties in delhi to achieve the earliest possible

date of launch.

Moreover, our aim with MdL and the

Indian Navy is to work on fulfilling, as

much as possible, the requirements of the

overall delivery plan for six scorpene sub-

marines. our common objective is to link

up faster on the upcoming stages.

‘DCNS to strengthen 
operations in Asia-Pacific’
Frost & sullivan estimates that Asia’s overall defence budget will account for 32 per

cent of the global military spending by 2016, that is, $480 billion (`21,60,000 crore),

up from 24 per cent in 2007. The growth is certain in this region, as 12 navies in the

Asia-pacific region have submarines. According to reports, about $60 billion (`2,70,000

crore) are likely to be spent over the next five years by these navies. The projection for

India is $39.35 billion (`1,74,075 crore) for buying new ships and systems.

Against this background, French leader in naval defence, dCNs, has chalked out

strategies to consolidate its position. The Managing director of dCNs India,

Bernard Buisson, outlines the programme in an interview with R. Chandrakanth.
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GeNCe is an important ingredi-

ent of any successful operations.

This is even more applicable 

in the maritime environment

where the naval units are dispersed over

vast stretches of the sea and the littoral

environment. Add to the conventional naval

operations, the environment of sea piracy,

terrorism and search and rescue, and the

requirement of reliable and seamless intel-

ligence, surveillance and reconnaissance

(Isr) goes up many more notches.

Fixed Wing Platforms
Technological developments in airborne

radars in the late 1950s led to the introduc-

tion of airborne early warning (AeW) plat-

forms in many countries. To this was added

the functions of sea and air surveillance and

command and control. The first carrier-

based AeW aircraft to join the Us Navy was

the douglas Ad skyraider, which was

replaced by the Grumman (later on Northrop

Grumman) e-1 Tracer, which was a modified

version of the s-2 tracker twin-engine anti-

submarine warfare (AsW) aircraft.

during the late 1950s, the Us Navy pro-

jected a requirement for an AeW platform,

the data of which could be integrated into

the Navy’s tactical data system. The design

of Grumman was selected, which was ini-

tially designated W2F-1 but later re-desig-

nated as e-2A Hawkeye. This was

considered the first platform which was

designed almost from scratch. The fully

equipped aircraft test flew for the first time

in 1961, entered service in 1964 and was

deployed for the first time on board the Uss

Kitty Hawk 1965. over the years, e-2 has

been upgraded many times with the e-2B

and e-2C versions, where most of the

changes were made to the radar and radio

communications. The latest version is e-2d,

which first flew in 2007 and is likely to

enter service this year.

E-2D Hawkeye
Northrop Grumman’s e-2d Advanced

Hawkeye is capable of conducting battle

management, and command and control. It

will fly ahead of the mission to control it

and keep the carrier borne force warned of

any likely danger. The e-2d gives the naval

warfighter expanded battle space aware-

ness, theatre air and missile defence, and

multiple sensor fusion capabilities. It is

claimed that it is the ideal AeW system for

dealing with stealthier cruise missiles, sat-

uration attacks, and a growing requirement

for ground surveillance. With advanced sen-

sors and communication systems, e-2d will

be able to deliver timely actionable data to

all decision-makers and weapon platforms.

It is considered a force multiplier through

network-enabled capability which may indi-

rectly fulfill Admiral Michael Mullen’s

vision for a 1,000-ship Navy.

The e-2d has a completely new avionics

suite, including the new Lockheed Martin

ApY-9 radar, radio suite, mission computer,

integrated satellite communications capabil-

ity, flight management system, improved

turboprop engines, a new glass cockpit of

Northrop Grumman and the added capabil-

ity for air-to-air refuelling. The ApY-9 radar

features an active electronically scanned

array (AesA) radar, which adds electronic

scanning to the mechanical rotation of the

radar in its radome. It has also been tested

for cooperative engagement capability to

engage an overland cruise missile with stan-

dard missile sM-6 fired from another plat-

form. Advanced Hawkeye is the cornerstone

of theatre air and missile defence architec-

ture in the littorals, over land and open sea.

It is designed specifically for carrier

operations and is fitted with a nose-tow cat-

apult attachment for accelerated carrier

take-off, an A-frame arrester hook for

engagement of the arresting gear and a tail

bumper to withstand impact or scraping on

the runway. For storage, the wings fold

hydraulically to lie flat to the fuselage.

P3 Orion
Lockheed Martin’s p3 orion was originally

designed as a land-based long-range AsW

aircraft. Its role has also evolved into surveil-

lance of the battle space on sea and land. Its

long-range and large loiter time have proved

invaluable assets during operation Iraqi

Freedom. The p-3C has advanced submarine

detection sensors such as directional fre-

quency and ranging, buoys and magnetic

anomaly detection equipment. The avionics

system is integrated by a general purpose

digital computer that supports all the tacti-

cal displays, monitors and automatically

launches ordnance, and provides flight infor-

mation to the pilots. In addition, the system

coordinates navigation information and

accepts sensor data inputs for tactical dis-

play and storage. The p-3C can carry a mixed

payload of weapons internally and on wing

pylons. The most effective version is the p-

3C, which was first delivered to the Us Navy

in 1969. since then many improvements

have been carried out. The Navy has shifted

the p-3C’s operational emphasis to the lit-

toral regions and is improving its anti-sur-

face warfare (AsUW) capabilities, which

includes over-the-horizon targeting and C4I.

The endeavour is to sustain it until p-8A

poseidon achieves full operational capability.

P-8A Poseidon
The p-8A evolved from p-7 long-range air

AsW programme that was started in 1988. It

was planned as an improved p-3, but due to

cost overruns, slow progress, etc led to its

cancellation. Multi-mission maritime (MMA)

programme was initiated during March 2000

and Boeing won the contract. p-8A is based

on a Boeing 737-800 platform modified to

add bank angle boost selector, racier auto

throttles, armament and aerial refuelling

panels that make it a strengthened, armed

and self-protected version. It is designed to

carry out AsW, anti-surface warfare, intelli-

gence, surveillance and reconnaissance mis-

sions for broad area, maritime and littoral

operations. The weapons include three AGM-

84K standoff missiles carried at two hard

points on each wing, five stations in a heated

weapons bay for Mk54 torpedoes and mines.

The aircraft also has at its aft end three pres-

surised, three rotary and one free-fall

launcher for sonobuoys to drop them so that

they can transmit acoustic information. p-8A

poseidon is a true multi-mission platform.

on board p-8A, all sensors contribute to a

single fused tactical situation display, which

is then shared over both military standard

and Internet protocol data links, allowing for

seamless delivery of information amongst

the Us and coalition forces. As an armed

platform, p-8A independently reduces the

kill chain, while simultaneously providing

data to everyone on the network. The p-8A

is capable of flying one way 2,220 km (1,200

nm), perform on-station for four hours and

return to base.

Broad Area Maritime Surveillance 
The Us Navy’s broad area maritime surveil-

lance (BAMs) unmanned aircraft system

(UAs) programme is designed to provide

continuous and reliable maritime Isr data

collection and dissemination capability to

the maritime patrol and reconnaissance

force (MprF). The MQ-4C BAMs UAs is a

multi-mission system to support strike, sig-

nals intelligence, and communications relay

in support of p-8A /p-3 aircraft. The MQ-4C

BAMs UAs when ready will provide Isr over

large maritime distances for long periods of

time for up to five simultaneous orbits

worldwide. The MQ-4C BAMs UAs missions

include though not limited to maritime sur-

veillance, collection of enemy order of bat-

tle information, battle damage assessment,

port surveillance, communication relay, and

support of the following missions—mar-

itime interdiction, surface warfare, battle-

space management, and targeting for

maritime and littoral strike missions.

Northrop Grumman has been awarded a

contract for the programme and it is using

a maritime derivative of the rQ-4 Global

Hawk equipped with a 360-degree multi-

function active sensor active electronically

scanned array along with Navy-specific

ground stations.

Cooperative Engagement Capability
Cooperative engagement Capability (CeC) is

a sensor network with integrated fire con-

trol that provides a means to carry out data

fusion from existing sensors and distrib-

uted to each element of a networked force.

There are many factors besides the horizon

that can affect radar detection such as

radar cross-section of the target itself,

radar clutter, atmospherics, closely spaced

targets, jamming, and terrain screening.

These result in individual radars at times

finding difficulty to maintain continuous

and accurate tracks. CeC networks sensors

so that brief periods of detection on a tar-

get can be combined throughout the net-

work to produce a single continuous track.

Because the resulting composite tracks are

available throughout the network, many

units get track data they never would have

received otherwise and all combatants can

participate in a coordinated identification

and engagement process. It also permits a

ship to use radar targeting data gathered by

other ships and aircraft. CeC was designed

against the air threat (for example, from

cruise missiles), especially while operating

in littoral waters. The backbone of CeC is

an efficient communications system with

vastly improved bandwidth, electronic

countermeasures and advantages offered

by the global positioning system (Gps).

Indian Perspective
India is at present using a combination of

TU 142 and Illyushin II 38 for its maritime

and anti-submarine role. It is also using

searcher and Heron in a limited tactical

role. It is planned to replace TU142 with

p8I. A contract has already been signed for

eight aircraft, with the first to be delivered

in 48 months. India is the first overseas

buyer. The Indian Navy has already com-

pleted the final design review. India may

opt for four additional aircraft. India is also

planning to acquire medium-range mar-

itime reconnaissance aircraft for which

drdo is developing the sensors and com-

munications. The platform will be

imported. e-2d has been offered to India in

response to an Indian Navy’s request for

information (rFI). A land based version will

fit very well with the p-8I which India is

acquiring. At present India has no plans for

a BAMs, but a capability equivalent of CeC

adapted to India’s maritime aspirations is

certainly required.

Need for a 

Reliable & Seamless ISR 
India is planning to acquire medium-range maritime reconnaissance aircraft for which drdo is developing the sensors

and communications. At present India has no plans for a BAMs, but a capability equivalent of CeC adapted to India’s

maritime aspirations is certainly required.

Technological developments

in airborne radars in the late

fifties led to the introduction

of airborne early warning

platforms in many countries

E-2D Hawkeye

PhotograPh: Us Navy
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n LT GENERAL (RETD) NARESH CHAND

T
He TrIAd WILL Be complete

once its crucial underwater leg,

the country’s first indigenous

nuclear submarine aptly named

INs Arihant or the destroyer of

enemies, is commissioned towards late

2011 or early 2012,” said Chief of Naval

staff Admiral Nirmal Verma on the occa-

sion of Navy day 2010.

The Naval Chief was obviously referring

to the nuclear triad which will assist India’s

quest to become a regional power. A

nuclear triad consists of a nuclear arsenal

which is based on land, sea and air. such a

configuration reduces the chances of

destruction of the complete national

nuclear arsenal in a single strike thereby

ensuring a second strike capability and also

provides a degree of deterrence. This is

very relevant in India’s strategy of no first

strike. It also has longer reach and flexibil-

ity in employment. A nuclear triad is very

expensive to acquire and maintain. Thus

only three countries—the Us, russian Fed-

eration and China—have it and now India is

trying to muscle in this exclusive club.

There are other countries that have nuclear

capability like Britain, France, Israel, pak-

istan, etc, but they do not have a nuclear

triad. The triad weapon must have a first or

second strike function otherwise it is con-

sidered a tactical nuclear weapon. 

The essential components of a nuclear

triad are:

l Land-based medium-range ballistic 

missiles or intercontinental ballistic

missiles.

l Nuclear powered submarines carrying

nuclear ballistic missiles. 

l Bombers capable of delivering nuclear

tipped bombs or missiles. The bombers

can be based on land or an aircraft 

carrier.

The above configuration allows the

most suitable selection of weapons for a

strike. Land based are vulnerable to first

strike and it is possible to fully annihilate

them to prevent the second strike capabil-

ity. on the other hand, bomber and subma-

rine based nuclear weapons have greater

chances of surviving a first strike and then

delivering the second strike. Nuclear

weapons can also be launched from space;

however, they have been banned under the

outer space Treaty and the sALT-II Treaty.

Navy—end of the nuclear triad
There are two major components of the sea

based triad i.e. a nuclear powered subma-

rine and a nuclear tipped ballistic missile.

At present India has none but it hopes to

acquire them in the near future.

Nuclear powered submarine
It is obvious that nuclear arsenal carried on

a surface ship will be exposed to grave risk

of getting detected and destroyed and thus

the obvious choice of a platform for it is a

submarine. A conventional submarine uses

a diesel engine which needs air for moving

on the surface and battery powered electri-

cal motors to move subsurface. due to lim-

ited battery life, conventional submarine

can stay submerged for a few days only,

during which it can maintain high speed for

a few hours and for the remaining portion

it can move at slow speed. A nuclear sub-

marine is powered by nuclear energy and

can remain underwater for several months.

Advent of nuclear powered submarine:

The nuclear power as a weapon was devel-

oped during World War II. Later on it was

seen as a source of power. The concept of a

nuclear-powered submarine was suggested

by ross Gunn of the Naval research Labora-

tory in 1939. subsequently, the successful

development of a nuclear propulsion plant

by a group of scientists and engineers at the

Naval reactors Branch of the Atomic energy

Commission gave further impetus to the

concept of a nuclear powered submarine

and in July 1951, the Us Congress autho-

rised construction of the world’s first

nuclear-powered submarine. Hyman rick-

over, an engineer in the Us Navy, along with

the Us inventors ross Gunn and philip Abel-

son, designed the first nuclear submarine

Nautilus, launched in 1954. It was 320 feet

long and cost about $55 million (`248 crore).

Westinghouse Corporation was assigned to

build its reactor and is still in the business

of commercial nuclear electric power indus-

try although it has changed many hands.

russia followed soon and started work on

nuclear propulsion reactors in the early

1950s under Anatoliy p. Alexandrov, who

later became head of the Kurchatov Insti-

tute. In 1956, the first soviet propulsion

reactor designed by his team began opera-

tional testing. simultaneously, a design lead

by Vladimir N. peregudov worked on the

submarine design. Finally, the first russian

nuclear submarine entered service in 1958.

At the height of the Cold War, approxi-

mately five to 10 nuclear submarines were

being commissioned from each of the four

soviet submarine yards. From the late 1950s

through the end of 1997, russia built a total

of 245 nuclear submarines, more than all

other nations combined. Currently, five

countries deploy some form of nuclear-pow-

ered submarines i.e. Us, russia, France,

Britain and China. several other countries,

including Argentina, Brazil and India have

ongoing projects to build nuclear-powered

submarines.

Nuclear Reactors: Nuclear submarines

employ nuclear reactors for propulsion by

either generating electricity that power elec-

tric motors or use the reactor heat to pro-

duce steam that drives steam turbines. sub-

marine reactors normally use highly

enriched fuel so that it can produce very

large amount of power from a small reactor

which is capable of taking care of all the

power requirements of the submarine like

fresh water production, environmental con-

trol etc. Normally diesel generators are

used as power backup. submarines may

carry nuclear fuel for up to 30 years of

operation and their submerged operation

duration only limited by food supply and

maintenance of the vessel. 

Advantages
The main advantage is that nuclear sub-

marines are truly independent of the surface

for as long as their food holds out. They

make their own water and oxygen. It did not

have to come to the surface to run a diesel;

the batteries could be recharged even when

deeply submerged. As a result they could

undertake operations submerged for many

weeks and months. The nuclear reactor

allows the submarine to operate at high

speeds for long periods of time.

Role of nuclear powered submarines
Attack Submarines: Its role is to combat

other naval vessel which includes enemy

submarines and merchant shipping. They

are technically called submersible ship

nuclear (ssN).

Cruise Missile Submarines: Cruise mis-

sile submarines are designed to attack large

warships and tactical targets on land. They

are technically called submersible ship

guided missile nuclear (ssGN).

Submarines armed with nuclear ballis-

tic missiles: Their singular role is nuclear

deterrence. In the Us naval slang they are

also called boomers. Technically they are

called submersible ship ballistic missile

nuclear (ssBN).

SSBN 
ssBNs carry nuclear missiles and thus

stealth is their main characteristics. They

The Indian Navy has been

very farsighted in planning

their ‘blue water’ and ‘strate-

gic vision’. It is now for the

government to ensure that it

is implemented in a reason-

able time-frame.

Virginia class attack submarine 
USS Hawaii  SSN 776 

PhotograPh: Us Navy

The Third Leg

A nuclear triad is very expensive to acquire and maintain. only three countries—the Us, russian Federation and

China—have it and now India is trying to muscle into this exclusive club.

“
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should be able to reach their target unde-

tected, launch the missile and slither away

undetected. They are larger than other type

of submarines as they have to carry subma-

rine launched ballistic missile (sLBM) like the

Us Trident II or the russian r-29. Modern

systems normally deliver multiple independ-

ently targetable reentry vehicles (MIrVs)

each of which carry a warhead and allow a

single launched missile to strike several tar-

gets. submarine-launched cruise missiles are

different to sLBMs as they deliver conven-

tional and/or nuclear payloads and could

also be launched from ships. They have

stand off capability and are used to engage

ground targets. A few Us Navy ssBN have

been converted to ship submersible guided

missile nuclear (ssGN) which are capable of

launching about 144 Tomahawk cruise mis-

siles on multiple targets. some earlier mod-

els had to surface to launch their missiles,

but modern submarines can launch while

submerged at keel depths which could be

less than 50 metres.

The simple method to detect a sub-

merged submarine is through the sound it

makes due to propulsion and other vibra-

tions. Thus to avoid detection many noise

reducing measures are adopted in the

design like use of anechoic tiles on the hull

surfaces, propulsion systems which make

as less sound as possible and mounting the

machinery on vibration-damping mounts.

The submarine also leaves a thermal wake,

even when it is static due to the heat gener-

ated by the nuclear reactor which can be

detected by thermal imaging systems. Thus

the design should cater to reduce this as

much as possible. A nuclear reactor has to

have exceptional standards of nuclear

safety, prevention of radiation, reduction of

shock, low decibel level of operations and

reliable operating performance, especially

due to the close proximity of the crew.

The stealth, endurance and speed of

submarines offer a surprise first-strike

capability especially with the current reach

of about 8,000 km, and also carries a reli-

able means of deterrence against an attack

by maintaining the threat of a second

strike. Thus an ssBN is the most suitable

platform to form the third leg of the

nuclear triad.

Indian Perspective
India may have been toying with the con-

cept of a nuclear triad since the 1980s when

it leased a Charlie class nuclear powered

cruise missile submarine from 1988 to

1991 from russia to acquire experience in

nuclear-powered submarines. It was named

INs Chakra. The Charlie class of submarines

of russia retired in 1994. India has already

contracted to lease another nuclear pow-

ered Akula-II class submarine from russia

as all the personnel trained on INs Chakra

would have retired. The INs Chakra, which

will not have any armament and would be

used for training as a precursor to the com-

missioning of Arihant. Akula-II can other-

wise carry nuclear missiles with a range of

about 3,000 km, but russia is a signatory to

missile technology control regime (MTCr)

as such cannot export missiles beyond 300

km range/500 kg weight. There has been

delay in delivering the submarine (K-152

Nerpa) due to certain glitches including fire

during sea trials on November 8, 2008, in

the sea of Japan. Though it was to be deliv-

ered during the summer of the same year,

it has been postponed to early this year.

Unconfirmed media reports state that India

may be leasing two submarines with an

option of buying them later on. Nobody can

stop India to arm these with torpedoes and

300-km Klub-s cruise missiles to be used

operationally. If Wikileaks is to be relied,

pakistan is having more nuclear warheads

than India, and China is way ahead with 240

warheads. pakistan does not have a nuclear

powered submarine, but China has 10 out

of a submarine fleet of 62, with three of

them being ssBNs. India, on the other hand,

has just 15 conventional diesel-electric sub-

marines which are ageing. India thus needs

to get its ‘nuclear avatar’ earlier than later

to prevent arm-twisting by her neighbours.

INS Arihant
India launched advance technology vehicle

programme in 1974 and it has taken about

three decades to show some results. The

main hurdle was the high technology

involved, which is very difficult to get from

abroad and is of high cost. russia has been

of great help including their earlier leasing

of a nuclear powered submarine, but with

sanctions in place after the 1998 nuclear

tests, India had to do it alone. Finally, India

launched its first nuclear powered subma-

rine on July 26, 2009, named INs Arihant

which is a 6,000-tonne submarine with a

length of 110 metres and a breadth of 11

metres. Unconfirmed reports claim that it

can carry 12 sagarika K15 sLBMs which

have a range of about 700 km in four silos.

K15 is in the advance stages of develop-

ment with the drdo which is also develop-

ing a sLBM version of Agni-III numbered

K-4. Four of these missiles can be carried in

place of K15, which will have a much longer

range than sagarika. It is understood that

India plans to have three ssBNs and six

ssNs in the near future.

An effective second-strike capability is

mainly dependent on having nuclear-pow-

ered submarines, armed with sLBMs. INs

Arihant is thus crucial to India’s nuclear

deterrence doctrine which is based on “no-

first use” policy. The Indian Navy has been

very farsighted in planning their ‘blue

water’ and ‘strategic vision’. It is now for

the government to ensure that it is imple-

mented in a reasonable time-frame. 

SP’s
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Smt Gursharan Kaur, wife of Manmohan
Singh breaking the auspicious coconut 
on the hull of the 6,000 tonne submarine,
INS Arihant marking its launch, at 
Visakhapatnam on July 26, 2009
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Go Electromagnetic
The Us Navy launches first aircraft using electromagnetic aircraft launch system technology

T
he Us Navy has made history with

the launch of the first aircraft from

the Naval Air systems Command

(NAVAIr), test site using the electromag-

netic aircraft launch system or electro-

magnetic aircraft launch system (eMALs)

technology. The Navy has been using

steam for more than 50 years to launch

aircraft from carriers. The aircraft launch

and recovery equipment (ALre) pro-

gramme launched an F/A-18e super Hor-

net using the eMALs technology, which

will replace steam catapults on future air-

craft carriers. eMALs is a complete carrier-

based launch system designed for Gerald

r. Ford and future Ford-class carriers. 

The F/A-18 super Hornet, piloted by Lt

daniel radocaj, was launched from Naval

Air systems Command, Lakehurst, New

Jersey. For more than 50 years, the Navy

has been using steam catapults to launch

its aircraft. eMALs will replace steam cata-

pults on future aircraft carriers. 

According to a Navy paper on eMALs,

steam catapults are large, heavy, operate

without feedback control and impart

large transient loads to the airframe

(damaging or reducing its life). An elec-

tromagnetic launch system will lead to

substantial improvements, including

reduced weight, volume and mainte-

nance; and increased controllability,

availability, reliability and efficiency. 

In addition, “The steam catapult is

also approaching its operational limit

with the present complement of naval

aircraft.” The paper adds, “The inex-

orable trend towards heavier, faster air-

craft will soon result in launch energy

requirements that exceed the capability

of the steam catapult.” Never mind that

the F/A-18’s successor, the F-35C, is

slower and only slightly heavier—the

heretofore scorned F-22 is both heavier

and faster, but we won’t beat that drum.

eMALs utilises a conventional linear

induction motor. Using magnets, it pro-

duces a linear force along its length, thus

launching the plane. electromagnetic

launch systems are used with conventional

rails, monorails and roller coasters. 

T
he Us Navy’s electromagnetic railgun has set a

world record by shooting projectile at Mach 7,

seven times faster than the speed of sound.

The office of Naval research (oNr) has achieved a

milestone conducting a world record of 33-megajoule

shot of the electromagnetic railgun aboard Naval sur-

face Warfare Center dahlgren division.

Chief of Naval research rear Admiral Nevin Carr

said, “This demonstration moves us one day closer to

getting this advanced capability to sea. The 33-mega-

joule shot means the Navy can fire projectiles at least

110 nautical miles, placing sailors and marines at a

safe standoff distance. The high velocities achievable

are tactically relevant for air and missile defence.”

The gun was launched from a control centre 

after approximately four minutes of charging of 

electromagnetic rails. After the completion of the

charging process, the gun was fired and the wit-

nesses saw a quick burst of flame as the projectile

travelling at 2,500 metres per second (or Mach 7) 

hit its intended target.

Unlike conventional cannons which rely on an

explosion to fire a projectile, the electromagnetic rail-

gun uses an electromagnetic current to accelerate a

non-explosive bullet at several times the speed of

sound. The projectile, which is conductive, travels

along a pair of metal rails as an electric current is

passing through the projectile. The rails generate a

magnetic field, which interacts with the current to

move the projectile at extremely high velocities.

The Navy hopes an eM railgun onboard a ship

could increase ship design options because the gun

weighs less and requires fewer infrastructures than

traditional guns that use gun powder and magazines.

Further, an electromagnetic railgun offers a velocity

previously unattainable in a conventional weapon and

speed incredibly powerful.

The electromagnetic railgun is comparatively

extremely economical as well. Being smaller and

lighter in size (the projectile not the gun), a ship

would also be able to carry many more thus reducing

the logistical problems of delivering more weapons to

a ship in battle. Besides the extended ranges, the rail-

gun also improves safety for sailors and marines

because it will eliminate the need for a high-energy

explosive warhead and traditional gun propellants. 

regionally-based maritime information which net-centrically

integrates regional maritime situation awareness into the

global maritime situation awareness. 

l establish an institution of cooperation/coordination for

broadcast of vessel position. 

l Improve threat awareness and alert maritime partners of sus-

picious behaviour and potential threats. 

l secure India from any maritime attack by detecting, con-

fronting and neutralising any sea borne threat. 

l secure strategic access and retain global freedom of action

by ensuring that one’s own areas of interest, lines of commu-

nication and the global commons remain accessible to all. 

l strengthen existing and emerging alliances and partnerships

to address common maritime challenges. 

Dedicated Satellite
In the recent past, the Indian space research organisation (Isro)

has successfully launched indigenously built geo-stationary satel-

lite for the Indian Navy. The dedicated satellite is aimed at giving

a big push to C4Isr capabilities of the Indian Navy. The ultimate

aim of the satellite would be to enhance NCW capabilities which

will greatly improve battlefield situational awareness through real-

time projection of the battlefield. scattered assets of the Indian

Navy at different geographical locations would be networked as a

unified force, once the satellite is operational. The dedicated satel-

lite will help Indian Navy accelerate its NCW operations and will

significantly improve connectivity at sea. The satellite, which will

have a 1,000 nautical mile footprint over the Ior, will enable

Indian Navy to network all its warships, submarines and aircraft

with MoCs ashore through high-speed data-links.

In due course, Indian Navy’s satellite will be integrated with

its prestigious acquisition programme of p-8I long-range mar-

itime reconnaissance and anti-submarine warfare aircraft, 12

of which have been ordered from the United states. Indian

Navy’s other sea-based assets would build a potent NCW struc-

ture. The dedicated satellite will enable the Indian Navy to oper-

ate effectively in India’s strategic interests which extends over

vast stretches of Indian ocean. The Indian Navy’s satellite will

be followed by dedicated satellites for IAF and Army over the

next two years.

To further augment its NCW capabilities, the Indian Navy is at

an advanced stage of indigenously developing network-centric

operation (NCo) system at an approximate cost of $1 billion

(`4,500 crore), eventually to be networked with the satellite over

the next few years. Under this programme, the NCo will be able

to track and engage information about enemy and friendly plat-

forms on real-time basis. The Indian Navy ultimately plans to link

even the long-range missiles, radars and air defence systems on

all the sea-based assets to respective MoCs.  

Improved Safety
electromagnetic railgun sets world record by shooting projectile at Mach 7

An F/A-18E Super Hornet prepares to
launch during a test of the Electromagnetic
Aircraft Launch System (EMALS) at Naval
Air Systems Command, Lakehurst, N.J. 

For related video log on to www.spsnavalforces.net

PhotograPh: Us Navy
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ANTONY UNVEILS FIRST EVER DEFENCE
PRODUCTION POLICY 
With a view to achieve substantive self-

reliance in design, development and pro-

duction of defence equipment, weapon

systems and platforms, the defence Minis-

ter A.K. Antony unveiled the first ever

defence production policy (dprp) on Janu-

ary 13, 2011. The policy also aims at creat-

ing conditions conducive for the private

industries to play an active role to achieve

the objective. dprp will act as a catalyst to

enhance potential of small and medium

enterprises for indigenisation as also for

broadening the defence research and devel-

opment base of the country. releasing the

document, Antony said the policy aims to

achieve maximum synergy among the

armed forces, dpsUs, oFBs, Indian industry

and r&d institutions. 

RUSSIAN NAVY CHIEF VISITS INDIA

Admiral Vladimir sergeevich Vysotskiy,

Commander-in-Chief of the russian Navy

visited India from January 17 to19. The

Admiral called on Chief of Naval staff

Admiral Nirmal Verma and discussed

issues of common interest ranging from the

maritime environment in the Indian ocean

region, operational philosophies of the two

navies, ongoing projects of Indian Navy and

mutual training exchanges with special ref-

erence to training of Indian crews for air-

craft carrier Vikramaditya. other matters

discussed included possibilities for institut-

ing Navy-to-Navy interactions with ‘staff

talks’ and the feasibility of enhancing the

scope of the INdrA series of exercises. 

FOUNDATION STONE FOR R&D CENTRE
LAID

defence Minister A.K. Antony laid the foun-

dation stone of the National Institute for

research and development in defence ship-

building (NIrdesH) at Chaliyam, near

Kozhikode, Kerala. A part of the depart-

ment of defence production, NIrdesH will

be funded by the Ministry of defence and

all the defence shipyards in the country.

The defence Minister will head the Board of

Governors as the president, with represen-

tations from the Ministry of defence, Indian

Navy, Coast Guard and Chairman of

defence shipyards. 

JOINT SALVAGE EXERCISE BY INDIAN
AND US NAVY DIVERS

Indo-Us joint salvage exercises (sALVeX) was

conducted from January 5 to 12, off port

Blair in the Andaman sea. INs Nireekshak,

the diving tender of the Indian Navy and Uss

safeguard, a specialised salvage ship partic-

ipated in the exercise. The aim of the exer-

cise was to strengthen the capability in niche

techniques associated with diving and sal-

vage. Amongst the notable salvage tech-

niques demonstrated were the operation of

underwater remotely operated vehicles, side

scan sonars being launched from Uss safe-

guard and demonstration of hot tap equip-

ment. The hot tap equipment is a special

equipment used for removal of oil/fuel from

tanks of sunken vessels. during the sALVeX,

the divers also trained on a mud monster, a

pontoon specially built and sunk to practise

salvage and diving exercises. The maiden IN-

UsN sALVeX was conducted in 2005 and the

sALVeX series of exercises have been con-

ducted annually, thereafter alternately in

India and the Us pacific locations. 

INDIAN NAVY DEPLOYS 
ANTI-PIRACY FORCE
A multi-ship force of the Indian Navy has

been tasked to undertake a comprehensive

search in the eastern parts of the Arabian

sea to locate and disable probable pirate

(mother) vessels and skiffs. during the end

of November 2010, there was a sudden

spurt of piracy attempts in the eastern part

of Arabian sea. Indian Navy quickly dis-

patched its force to the area to search and

locate pirate mother vessels/dhows/skiffs

and carry out a thorough anti-piracy saniti-

sation, which saw immediate results. The

Indian Naval Force consists of ships, armed

helicopters, MArCos team and maritime

patrol aircraft. 

MARCOS TO BE ARMED WITH 
ISRAELI RIFLES
The Indian Navy marine commandos (MAr-

Cos) will be armed with Israeli-made Tavor

assault rifles and Galil sniper rifles to

enhance their operational capability. Accord-

ing to the defence Ministry, a consignment

of over 500 TAr-21 Tavor assault rifles

worth `150 million ($3.3 million) and

another 30 Galil sniper rifles worth `20 mil-

lion ($437,847) was delivered to MArCos.

UAV SQUADRON COMMISSIONED 
AT PORBANDAR
The maritime reconnaissance on the West

Coast has got a boost with the commission-

ing of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)

squadron at the Naval Air enclave. desig-

nated as INAs 343, this is the first opera-

tional UAV squadron under the Western

Naval Command. This UAV squadron posi-

tioned at porbandar will enhance the mar-

itime surveillance and coastal security in

this region. 

INDIAN NAVY OFFICER CADETS 
COMPLETE TRAINING 
At least 169 officer Cadets of the Indian

Navy including 32 Assistant Commandants

of Indian Coast Guard completed their

afloat training onboard the First Training

squadron at Kochi. The passing out parade

was reviewed by Vice Admiral K.N. sushil,

Flag officer Commanding in Chief southern

Naval Command. Admiral sushil in his

address to the cadets emphasised the sig-

nificance of gaining sea legs and learning

the profession. The First Training squadron

comprises of Indian Naval ships Tir,

shardul and Tarangini and Indian Coast

Guard ship Varuna and is commanded by

Captain sanjiv Issar.

INDIAN COAST GUARD SHIP VIJIT 
COMMISSIONED
Indian Coast Guard ship Vijit, the second in

the series of 90-metre offshore patrol vessel

(opV) was commissioned at Goa by Minister

of state for defence M.M. pallam raju. The

90-metre opV has been designed and built

indigenously by GsL and is fitted with most

advanced navigation and communication

equipment, sensors and machineries by

means of the state-of-the-art technology.

The vessel will be exploited extensively in

the Northwestern region, more so along the

sensitive International Maritime Boundary

Line (IMBL) with pakistan.

INDO-FRENCH BILATERAL EXERCISE
Varuna 10, the bilateral naval exercise

between the Indian Navy and the French

Navy, was held from January 7-14, 2011. The

French side had the French Carrier strike

Group, Task Force 473, which included the

aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle, destroyers

FNs Forbin and FNs Tourville, supply ship

FNs Meuse and nuclear powered submarine

FNs Amethyste. Aircraft carrier Charles de

Gaulle had its complement of fighter aircraft,

rafale and super etendard, airborne early

warning aircraft e2C Hawkeye and integral

helicopters. The Indian Navy was repre-

sented by aircraft carrier INs Viraat, two

indigenous frigates INs Godavari and INs

Ganga and one shishumar class submarine,

INs shalki. sea Harrier fighters, fixed and

rotary wing aircraft also participated in the

bilateral exercise. The harbour phase was

carried up to January 10 and the sea phase

was conducted in the Arabian sea from Jan-

uary 11 to 14. The scope of Varuna 10

included the entire gamut of maritime oper-

ations ranging from aircraft carrier opera-

tions, anti-submarine warfare operations and

maritime interdiction operations exercises. 
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24-26 January

9th Annual Underwater Battlespace

radisson Blues Hotel, rome, Italy

www.uwbevent.com

26-27 January

Combating Piracy

Grand Copthorne Waterfront Hotel,

singapore

www.piracy-asia.com

1-2 February

2nd Maritime Piracy & Security Summit

dusit Thani dubai, UAe

www.acius.net

9-13 February

Aero India 2011

Air Force station Yelahanka, 

Bengaluru, India

www.aeroindia.in 

20-24 February

NAVDEX 2011

Abu dhabi National exhibition 

Centre, Abu dhabi, UAe

www.navdex.ae

21-22 February

Seaport Security India

Hilton Mumbai International Airport,

Mumbai, India

www.seaportsecurityindia.com
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